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The Far Country is one of the fundimental writings of Paul Twitchell of Eckankar.His early writings

are written with plain and simple language which express his personal experiences and views on

spiritual matters and are easy to place ones self into his point of view. His writings are uplifting to

anyone with an open mind and who is without religious prejudice.

This Book is without a doubt my favorite book in Eckankar, Sri Paul Twitchell use to come visit me in

my dreams when I was experimenting with "Lucid Dreaming" he would watch over me from the

background, and sometimes would actually assist me in opening up to the Spirit, the "Light & Sound

of God". This Book is Really Dictated to Sri Pedderji by The Torch Bearer of Eck, The Great

Spiritual Master Rebezar Tarz , and it is totally mind blowing in its Adventure, Creativity. Spiritual

Overstanding, and portent for the reader!!!!!



An excellent book for anyone who truly desires to learn spiritual truth and to develop a deeper

relationship with God and Its Prophets. I found it hard to put down when I started reading it and

soon realized that there is so much more to the reality of God than I had a clue to when I first picked

it up.

This book is written by the modern day founder of Eckankar and it reads a bit on the side of

'fantastic', as in: unbelievable. However, the truths I found revealed here made the ultra human

experiences one may not want to believe pale by comparison. Paul Twitchell takes you on the

journey beyond the physical world. He provides you with the rare privilege of being present as many

of the greatest esoteric secrets of the universe are transferred from master to student. You will learn

the nature of Soul in relation to the very existence of God, and understand the shocking truth about

your mind. You will also come into possession of easily mastered techniques enabling you to

personally explore 'The Far Country' for yourself. Discover and know beyond doubt, the immortality

of your Self as Soul. This ancient teaching leads to the actual experience of what orthodox religions

only talk about.You may also wish to read 'The Secret of the Soul' by Wm. Buhlman and Gary

Zukav's 'The Seat of the Soul'. Both are informative of your mind and soul, but in very different

ways. Buhlman's book could be labeled "Out-of-Body experiences for Dummys". He teaches as he

explains the process of getting free. I joke that the book is like the Border Patrol pamphlet 'Know

before you go'.

Extraordinary, one of my all time spiritual favorites. I recomend looking at other books by Paul as

well as Harold Klemp.

This book will probably not be offered in the future unless it goes through a drastic rewrite. This is a

1970 copyright when Twitchell was still fine tuning his new creation... Eckankar. On pages 16-19

(Fourth Printing, 1974) Twitchell places the Mental Region (Plane) before the Causal! Actually, it

seems Twitchell had yet not named this other region as the Causal as yet. He gives it the name of

Daswan Dwar. The colors Twitchell associates with these planes are off as well. He corrects this in

later works. It's amazing the amount of confusion that Twitchell creates, and is clear that the current

leader (Klemp) is having to do an intensive cover-up of the lies of Twitchell. Unfortunately, this

means that this book and other evidence will soon become unavailable.

lov eit very interesting spiritaul information I love ECK
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